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Niki Mylonas, Tricia Osborne-King, Steve Williams,
Sue Williams and Tim O’Keeffe in June’s production
of Humble Boy

Fiona Cullen, Emma Berryman, Ami Williamson and Laura
Kenward in May’s production of Dancing At Lughnasa



BLT Chair

I

t was
predictable that,
after a
long, cold
winter and
a miserable
spring heralding - we
thought - a
lacklustre
summer, the sudden July heatwave would
coincide exactly with Anne Boleyn! The
cast coped amazingly well with the heavy
costumes (In particular, Anne herself appeared cool throughout and Henry VIII
was only seen to perspire when escaping
to the bar for cold drinks between scenes).
I would also like to thank the audience for
their perseverance and understanding:
our air conditioning, limited by the nature
of our building, is noisy and can only be
used during and before performances and
at intermissions. Usually, this is sufficient
but in extreme weather, we may struggle
to maintain a comfortable temperature. Of
course, we will offer refunds if members
find it too uncomfortable. However, with the
odd exception, BLT members showed great
resilience and were well rewarded in this
case with a very powerful and absorbing
production.

This is the first quarterly issue of Spotlights
and it’s packed with news and interest. For
example: I am absolutely delighted that
our president, Michael York, has written a
presidential column for us - his continued
support for BLT and very evident interest
in our work is hugely welcome; Pauline
Armour reveals the 2014 programme,
which includes some new directors and unexpected treats; Pat Jones has prepared the
third instalment of her BLT history series;
Paul Ackroyd sets out the new telephone
box office booking system and importantly,
the details for renewing your membership
for 2014 are included.
Finally, as I write this, the BLT production of
Very Still And Hard To See is gearing up for
its Edinburgh Fringe Festival run. On behalf
of us all, I would like to wish them the very
best for BLT’s inaugural participation in the
festival: yet another example of the breaking
of new ground, which we have seen so much
of in recent times. Reports back on the
whole experience will follow shortly online
and in the next issue of Spotlights.

Playgoers’
Committee

O

ur new Chairman, Pauline Pead, is on
holiday as we go to press, but the committee would like to thank Pauline for stepping into the Chairman’s chair, and we look
forward to another busy year. Pauline will
be reporting in the next issue of Spotlights.
We still need helpers in all aspects of the
theatre, so if you would like to participate
for an hour or a day, set-building, backstage, front of house, manning the bar or
coffee bar, then please contact Pat Jones at:
patj@bromleylittletheatre.org
Your theatre needs you!!!
Thank you.

Calling all playgoers!
The Board of Directors of BLT invites any
playgoer to apply to be a Guarantor member
of the theatre’s management company,
Bromley Little Theatre Ltd.

Being a registered charity, BLT has a Board
of Trustees (as Directors) that manages the
theatre both financially as well as artistically. It is to the Guarantor members that the
Trustees report on the on-going well-being
of BLT. The Trustees regard the Guarantor
members as a ‘partner’ in the running of
BLT, to provide help and guidance on issues
that affect the theatre.
Applicants should be committed to and have
some hands-on involvement at BLT. All submissions, to the Company Secretary, will be
reviewed and decided upon by the Trustees
with the successful applicant required to
pay a once-only £20, non-returnable, to BLT
The important legal point to note is that
in the event of BLT being wound up, each
Guarantor member agrees to contribute
£1.00 for payment of debts and costs of the
winding up.
So, get your application in for the Board to
hopefully, approve and welcome you onboard.
Potential applicants can find more information from Richard Cornwell, Company
Secretary (07855 426 265).

- Samantha Barrass
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Theatre Ltd. or its directors.
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Noticeboard
Latest News
Important change to
telephone booking
New telephone number for bookings :

0844 8700 887

For some time we have been concerned
about the efficiency of the BLT telephone
booking system. We have decided to try a
new system which we think will provide
benefits to members by using the services of
the TicketSource booking agency.
In future, members wishing to book by
telephone should ring TicketSource on 0844
8700 887 where you will be able to speak
to a live ticket agent and book immediately with payment, by credit or debit card.
TicketSource will then post you a printed
ticket confirming your booking which you
can exchange for one of the standard BLT
paper tickets when you arrive at the theatre.
TicketSource will charge a booking fee of
£1.50 per booking (not per ticket). The
TicketSource service is available Mondays to
Fridays, 9.00am to 7.00pm (excluding bank
holidays) and Saturdays 9.00am to 5.00pm.
Calls received outside of these hours will
operate on an answerphone and call back
facility. Calls are charged at 5p per minute.
The new system is in operation now but we
shall continue the existing telephone booking via the BLT box office in parallel until 1
October 2013 after which it will no longer
be possible to book tickets on the telephone
via the BLT box office.
If you do not wish to use this system the
other methods of booking tickets will remain available, namely:
• booking online at
www.TicketSource.co.uk/BromleyLittle
(pay by credit or debit card with no
booking fee)

• e-mail the box office at:
box office@bromleylittletheatre.org
(reserve tickets and pay on arrival at the
theatre: all reservations will be confirmed
by email).
• Book in person at the box office on any
show night between 7.00 pm and 9.30pm

• Telephone the BLT box office on any show
night between 8.00 pm and 9.30 pm (the
telephone will be manned).
Messages for the box office on any other
matters such as refunds and exchanges can
be left on the box office telephone number
07917 853621 as at present.



We shall be monitoring the introduction of
the new system. If you have any concerns
about using it or would like to provide your
feedback please ring the box office and leave
a message and Paul Ackroyd, our Box Office
Manager, will return your call.

A life filled with
drama: the story of
Bromley Little Theatre

ACT THREE: The 70s onwards
The greatest drama yet!
1973: The lease was due for renewal – the
landlord proposed a rent increase from
£250.00 to £5,000.00. The then Board of
Directors held an emergency meeting. At
the same time, the Playgoers’ Committee
were also meeting. At the end of the Playgoers’ meeting, when all had left apart from
Christine Spragg, Betty Pinchard and her
fellow directors threw the keys on to the
table “Here you are, the theatre is all yours.
We have resigned en masse” and they left.
They had decided that it was not possible
to continue with such a high rent. They
were all getting on in years _ Betty Pinchard
was in her 80s, Peter Henchie had died, and
Richard Blore, Sales Director of Leichner,
could not cope on his own. It was time to
close the theatre (only one director, John
Malcolm Smith wondered if he had done the
right thing). However, other members had
other ideas! Christine rang Geoffrey Hodson
and Freddie Bartlett and they agreed that
they couldn’t allow this established theatre
to die. Amateur in status, but professional in
outlook – it must continue somehow! A BLT
protest meeting was held on 11 September
1973 in the United Reform Church. A local
solicitor, Chris Turner, was at that meeting.
He remembers asking if the correct legal
steps had been taken to preserve the right
of BLT to claim a new lease since the current
one was due to expire within a few days.
If notice was not served in time, the lease
would be lost. He joined Geoffrey’s group in
an attempt to save the theatre. The group
consisted of Christine Spragg, Geoffrey and
Rachel Hodson, and Freddie Bartlett, soon
to be joined by Pat Warring (now Pat Jones).
Chris Turner entered into negotiations with
the landlord, but the landlord insisted upon
personal guarantees from the new directors
for the rent and observance of the tenant’s
liabilities under the lease. Christine, Geoffrey and Freddie agreed and the new Board
was formally formed. A questionnaire to the
members soon proved that almost 100%
wanted the theatre to continue despite the
need for raised ticket prices and membership fees. The lease was signed and work
was planned ahead – something which had
not happened in the past. “You were given
a script and told you were on in two weeks”
said Rachel Hodson.
The theatre bar was losing money (pardon?
- never!!!). Enter RAF Wing Commander
Tommy Treadwell, DFC and Bar. A strict
stock and ordering policy, a reliable rota
of bar tenders and a pleasant atmosphere

changed all that. Soon the bar was what it
should be, and has remained so ever since.

There was much clearing out of the scenery
store, many repairs were dealt with, but
there was a major one – the roof leaked in
several places (nothing’s new!). A major
structural repair was not possible so a firm
applied their treatment to the roof, which
we believe is still in place now (though obviously not as effective as it was !!)
1974: On Tuesday 22 January, the curtain
went up on Blithe Spirit and the packed
audience cheered! Nigel Rideout had been
invited back to direct the show – and yours
truly (Pat) stage managed it. BLT was saved
and back in business! Many improvements
have been made over the years. In 1975,
the new rehearsal room was opened ,and
central heating was installed, the following
year new tabs (stage curtains) were put in
place. In 1977 a new lighting board , and a
20 channel, 2 pre-set sound system were
installed. Bromley Council was approached
with a view to getting the building listed,
but this was rejected due to the outside appearance of the building ! In 1976, 11 plays
were produced – viewed by 11,950 people
– 83.36% capacity
Further drama

January 1978: The landlord was not prepared to sell the lease and not prepared to
open negotiations on a new lease! Further
nail biting ensued . However, six months
later a new lease was offered.

The landlords bought the premises on a
7 year lease expiring in 1984/5, and they
hoped that all leases in the area would fall in
and they proposed to develop a prime site.
Because of this, BLT approached the London
Borough of Bromley with a view to taking
over the Tweedy Road library building, but
LBB had other plans for the site.
1979: A new Stage Manager’s board was installed, and also two more toilets alongside
the solitary one which had served patient
members for 41 years!
The lease was due to run out in 1985 – there
was no sign of the landlord’s intention, but
eventually, a new lease was obtained. The
prime site development seemed to have
taken a back seat. The struggle to renew the
lease regularly continues to this day, and the
current Board is still trying to secure a new
one as the present one expires in January
2014. Please - keep all fingers crossed! However, optimistically, a great new season is
planned for 2014 – see the details elsewhere
in this issue of Spotlights. Please continue to
support BLT in any way possible, and let’s
hope 1973 remains the greatest drama of its
sort that we have to experience.

- Pat Jones, with thanks to Geoffrey  Hodson,  Chris Turner and Christine Spragg.

A letter from BLT
president, Michael
York OBE
“Let me say at this outset how very proud and
privileged I feel to be involved in such a distinguished organization, rich in both past accomplishments, present achievements and future promise,
and what a pleasure it is to be finally in touch.

“The BLT certainly marked my life in a profoundly
positive way. Its stairway led to an eclectic,
semi-professional theatrical heaven where I
encountered a whole new group of colleagues.
Among many dynamic personalities there was
the legendary Betty Pinchard and, most especially
Adrian Brine, the gifted actor and director. Coming through the ‘wrong door’ in My Three Angels
he entered into a mutual friendship that has
lasted to this day. I was lucky enough to appear in
several of his brilliantly inventive productions.
“Grace Collett-Franklin, exchanging her daily
schoolmarm’s black gown for a nightly theatrical
persona, continued the inspired training she
had given me in the school plays she directed at
Bromley Grammar School. Her husband Digby
passed on not only his wealth of stage experience but also a treasury of theatre lore and
superstitions. To this day I have never dared
whistle in a dressing room! It was a place where
the smell of the greasepaint (liberally supplied
by Leichner’s Richard Blore, a fellow actor)
became totally intoxicating.

“Indeed the memories are strong, insistent and
sustaining. My ambition now is to attempt to
re-live the experience by attending another
BLT performance, especially in this significant
anniversary year. My appetite has certainly been
whetted by reading the reviews and articles in
the lively Spotlights magazines.

“I look forward to returning to England soon
from my home in Los Angeles now that the
Drama (with a capital D) in which I have been
reluctantly starring for the past three years or
so seems to be coming to some sort of positive
resolution. I am now able to travel again and
resume most everyday activities.

“I have been dealing with Amyloidosis, a rare
and frequently misdiagnosed disease, that effectively sidelined both my personal and professional life. If not exactly heading to the Exit sign,
I was certainly made aware of its presence. However, after a providential stem cell transplant at
the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota in July last year, I
am now ready for an encore in life! In fact I have
just returned from another check-up at the Mayo
where, I am delighted to report, I was given a
two thumbs up reception!
“I have even been able to modestly resume professional activity. I was involved in a BBC Radio
4 production of The Browning Version directed
by my old Youth Theatre chum, Martin Jarvis, in
which my compromised voice only seemed to
add to the poignancy of The Crock’s situation.

“With returning energy came an acceptance this
past spring to appear as Col. Pickering in a Gala
staged reading of My Fair Lady at the Kennedy
Center in Washington with costumes and full orchestra. Jonathan Pryce reprised his celebrated
Henry Higgins, Laura Michelle Kelley triumphed
anew as Eliza Doolittle and Cloris Leachman
made a beguiling Mrs Higgins. It was good to
be back on the boards again, even singing and
dancing, and receive an audience’s approbation. I was pleased when we were all asked to
repeat the experience on the West Coast in Santa
Barbara where, to everyone’s delight, lightning
struck twice.
“Next, in September, I will be participating in
a staged reading of King Lear headlined by
my good friend, the great Joss Ackland, with

Jonathan Miller directing a starry cast. Joss and I
have appeared in several films together – he was
my father in The Three Musketeers – but never on
stage. Moreover we will be performing at the Old
Vic where I started my career in Laurence Olivier’s
newly-formed National Theatre Company exactly
fifty years ago.

“I am also in talks to do a play here in LA directed
by a distinguished film director, and on the other
side of the world, a movie in New Zealand. At the
same time, to cut crassly to the commercial, I have
just finished correcting the final details of an eBook
version of an autobiography I wrote in 1992. It was
called Travelling Player in the UK but will be published under its US title, Accidentally on Purpose,
and is available from all the usual sites. In it BLT
has a significant supporting role!
“I’m now trying to write about my whole Amyloid
experience for general enlightenment, and to
establish or join some organization that will help
push this orphan disease out of the shadows and
into the bright lights of research and understanding. All suggestions gratefully received.

“I think of Bromley and its oasis of cultural delights
on North Street with an abiding affection. I am
concerned about the drama of the Lease but trust
it will be another case of all’s well that ends well.
When I fell ill someone sent me this message which
resonated profoundly: “If you think you are beaten,
you are. If you think you dare not, you don’t. If you
like to win but think you can’t, it’s almost certain
that you won’t. Life’s battles don’t always go to the
strongest woman or man. But sooner or later, those
who win are those who think they can.”
“So, here’s to an uninterrupted future of fresh
achievements and kudos. I wish you all, both onstage and off, much merde and tons of toi-toi-toi!”
Ever,

Michael.
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The Bromley
Little Theatre
2014 Season
Here is an early sneak preview of the 2014
season at BLT. It could be subject to change
as some performing tights are as yet unconfirmed. The bar season will follow later
apart from our first show in January but we
have some plays under consideration.
This season we welcome several directors
who are new to BLT as directors – David
Griffiths, Debbie Griffiths and Mike Savill
will be directing main house shows. Negotiations are currently underway to finalise
directors for our bar shows.
We hope that the season represents
a range of comedy, drama, farce, classics, new writing, revivals and a musical could be a possibility. So here we go:

Boeing, Boeing

January 10 - 18 (not Sunday)
Wayne Sheridan directs our first show of
the season: the much loved farce Boeing
Boeing by Marc Camoletti which enjoyed a
sensational revival in London’s West End a
few years ago featuring the incomparable
Mark Rylance. Set in Paris, Bernard has
managed to keep three girlfriends unaware
of each other’s existence, with each convinced she is sure to become his fiancee. He
depends heavily on a little booklet containing the complete schedule of international
airlines’ arrival and departure times at
Orly Airport. Of course, no airline schedule can predict weather delays, cancelled
flights and the changing plans of the female
of the species so mayhem is certainly
in the making. An ideal escapist entertainment for those dull days of January.

The Thrill Of Love

February 7 - 15 (not Sunday)



David Griffiths directs Amanda Whittington’s highly acclaimed new play about Ruth
Ellis, The Thrill Of Love which received rave
reviews early in 2013 when it played at the
St James Theatre in London’s West End.
The facts are not in dispute. On 11 April
1955, Ruth Ellis shot and murdered her
lover, David Blakely, outside a Hampstead
pub. Ellis was found guilty and became the
last woman to be hanged in Britain. But
why was she so keen to admit her guilt, and
so loth to offer any defence, even refusing
to name – until too late – the person who
gave her the loaded gun? Set in a dark,
smoky cabaret-like setting complete with
jazz singers crooning Billie Holiday tunes,
nearly 60 years later, Whittington reviews
her case with a play that neither accuses
nor backs away: The Thrill Of Love simply
shows there is always more than meets the
eye.

The Importance Of
Being Earnest
March 7 - 15 (not Sunday)

Stevie Hughes directs The Importance of
Being Earnest - Oscar Wilde’s brilliant
and much-loved comedy of love, manners
and mistaken identity which has been
delighting audiences for over 100 years.
It’s Victorian England and two young
bachelors have taken to bending the truth
to add a dash of excitement to their lives.
Jack invents a brother, ‘Ernest’, as an excuse
to leave his dull country life behind him so
he can pursue Gwendolen, the delectable
daughter of the formidable Lady Bracknell. Across town, Algernon decides to
take the name Ernest, when visiting Jack’s
young ward Cecily. When each gentleman
is forced to unwind his web of lies and
reveal himself – being earnest takes on a
new meaning! The Importance Of Being
Earnest combines a labyrinthine plot, the
seemingly irresolvable narrative of a farce,
and some of the most comic and wittiest
lines ever written. Whether luxuriating in
paradox or simply in the ridiculousness
created by the plot that Wilde has set in
motion, the play is at its best when it is
portraying supposedly serious things in an
extremely trivial matter. Brilliantly inventive dialogue treats the audience to some
of the most sparkling verbal wit ever seen
resulting in absolute hilarity. Wilde’s The
Importance of Being Earnest, is a landmark
in the history of Western theatre, and probably that writer’s greatest achievement.

Clybourne Park

April 4 - 12 (not Sunday)
Pauline Armour directs our April production which is likely to be BLT’s entry in the
Bromley Theatre Guild Festival. Clybourne
Park by Bruce Norris was acclaimed by
critics and audiences alike at the Royal
Court, in the West End and on Broadway.
This sell out, smash hit comedy now comes
to BLT. This wickedly funny and fiercely
provocative play about race , real estate,
gender and the volatile values of each has
won nearly every honour the theatre has
to give including a Pulitzer Prize, Tony and
Olivier awards. One house, two histories.
In Chicago 1959, an African-American
family moves into a house in the middle
class neighbourhood of Clybourne Park, to
the mortification of its all-white residents.
Then fast forward 50 years to 2009 and
the same house is again changing hands,
this time to a young, white, upwardly
mobile couple with plans for demolition
in a district that is now becoming gentrified. The parallels with modern day inner
city London are not insignificant. Hailed as
‘shockingly entertaining’ and ‘appallingly
funny’, this devastating satire explores the
ever contentious themes of race and property ownership from two time periods and
leaves the audience asking whether the
issues festering beneath the floorboards

are actually the same, despite the 50 year
time difference.
‘Norris’s play nails the thorny subject
of race relations with a bilious zest that
takes one’s breath away.’ - The Guardian

Office Suite

May 2 - 10 (not Sunday)
Paul Campion’s May production of Alan
Bennett’s Office Suite transports us from
the suburbs of Chicago to the Yorkshire
dales. Office Suite is a double bill of two
one act plays set in the early 1970s: Green
Forms and A Visit From Miss Protheroe.
Alan Bennett is one of the most distinctive
voices in British theatre. Both wry and
tender, his plays are impeccably observed,
often simultaneously poignant and hilarious. A Visit From Miss Protheroe is centred
around Mr Dodsworth - widowed and
retired from Warburtons, where he was
the mainstay of management systems, he is
content to potter, chat to Millie, his budgie,
and branch out into evening classes in
cordon bleu cookery. An unexpected visit
from his one time colleague Miss Protheroe, determined to fill him in on what’s
been happening in the old firm - and she
doesn’t just mean Maureen’s baby - shakes
his world. Yes, the winds of change are
blowing through Warburtons. In Green
Forms, colleagues Doreen and Doris are
comfortably installed in an obscure department in a large corporation, passing
time with talk of artificial hips and rubber
plants, punctuated with occasional filing
and form filling, when a shadow falls over
their settled lives - the shadow of Dorothy
Binns from Newport Pagnell and the trail
of change she leaves in her corporate wake.
‘Manpower services, time and motion,
computerisation. They’re all different ways
of spelling the same word - redundancy.’

Julius Caesar

June 6 – 14 (not Sunday)
The mood is changed again when Jane
Buckland directs one of Shakespeare’s
greatest tragedies Julius Caesar. Conspiracy,
betrayal, assassination, retribution - a
timeless tale of backroom deals, political
grandstanding and the risks and rewards of
seeking to manipulate the masses. Shakespeare’s political tragedy Julius Caesar has
been reimagined countless times over the
centuries. The 2012 Royal Shakespeare
production relocated the play to Africa
and employed an all-black cast to provide
commentary on despotism and corruption.
Phyllida Lloyd directed an acclaimed all-female company at the Donmar early in 2013
with Harriet Walter playing Brutus – set
in a women’s prison. Part of the added intrigue and allure of staging Shakespeare is
trying to guess how and when it will be set.
Togas and laurel leaves? Flak jackets and
machine guns? Doublets and hose? Armani
and Hugo Boss? It’s anyone’s guess!

July 4 -12 (not Sunday)
Subject to availability, as it is still currently
playing at the Noel Coward Theatre in
the West End with Daniel Radcliffe in the
title role, we hope to bring The Cripple Of
Innishmaan by Martin McDonagh to BLT
in July, directed by Jane Lobb. McDonagh
also wrote The Beauty Queen Of Leenane in
which Nikki played the mother from hell
– Mag. The Cripple Of Innishmann has all
the McDonagh hallmarks of hilarious, dark
comedy mixed with poignancy and sadness. Cripple Billy, orphaned since birth,
just might have found a way off the Isle of
Aran and a route all the way to Hollywood
if he can persuade a small community of
islanders how much he wants to realise his
dream. Martin McDonagh’s comic masterpiece examines an ordinary coming of age
in extraordinary circumstances and confirms his position as one of the most original Irish voices to emerge in the second
half of the twentieth century. “I shouldn’t
laugh at you Billy... but I will”
“Disgracefully funny”- The Daily Telegraph
“A must-see” - Sunday Express

My Boy Jack

September 12 – 20 (not Sunday)
Our September production is a tribute to
the centenary of the outbreak of WW1.
We present Our Boy Jack by David Haig
directed by Tony Jenner, so get the tissues
out and prepare for an emotional rollercoaster. This wonderfully written piece by
Haig perfectly captures the emotion and
drama of family relationships during and
after the First World War. Based on the true
story of Rudyard Kipling’s son, John, going off to fight as a Lieutenant of the Irish
Guards and the lead-up and consequences
either side, the story is a true tear-jerker
that will have you fixed to your seats. The
themes of the play are as relevant today as
they were at the start of the last century.
They show the distress that war causes to
families, and how it shakes the beliefs of
the national institution that was Rudyard
Kipling. Written in 1997 and toured round
the country in 2004 by the production
company set up by David Haig and Belinda
Lang, the play was extremely well-received
wherever it went. An emotional rollercoaster of a ride with a distinct move between humour, pathos, drama and conflict.

ensues as Justin and Julie-Ann, hopelessly
mismatched in love, invite their respective
parents to dinner; an upper crust alcoholic
Ma meets bigoted father and prim mother.
Into this doomed scenario drop a former
lap dancer with suicidal tendencies and her
thick, gun-toting minder, who wreak havoc
on the meticulously planned evening
Written as a third of Ayckbourn’s Damsel’s
in Distress trilogy, for Michael Billington
writing in The Guardian, Role Play stood
out as his favourite. ‘What Ayckbourn
shows, brilliantly, is that the bourgeois
guests are far more frightening than the
interlopers’
Charles Hutchinson, reviewing the
play on its home ground for the Yorkshire Evening Post enthused that:
‘Ayckbourn’s writing is in the groove,
the humour flowing with ease.’

Collaborators

November 7 -15 (not Sunday)
Mike Savill also makes his directorial
debut at BLT with the National Theatre’s
smash hit Collaborators by John Hodge,
the 2012 Oliver Award Winner for best
play. It is Moscow, 1938: a dangerous place
to have a sense of humour. Even more
so, a sense of freedom. Mikhail Bulgakov,
living among dissidents, stalked by secret
police, has both. And then he’s offered a
poisoned chalice: a commission to write a
play about Stalin to celebrate the dictator’s 60th birthday. Inspired by historical
fact, Collaborators embarks on a surreal
journey into the fevered imagination of the
writer as he loses himself in a macabre and
disturbingly funny relationship with the
omnipotent subject of his drama. It’s the
job swap from hell, with Bulgakov gradually sucked into a topsy-turvy world where
he’s not merely second-guessing Stalin but
prompting decisions which unwittingly
add to the unleashing of the terror. John
Hodge’s blistering play depicts a lethal
game of cat and mouse through which
the appalling compromises and humiliations inflicted on any artist by those with
power are held up to scrutiny. A gripping
comic drama, disturbing, darkly funny,
highly entertaining and thought provoking.

TBC

December 5 -13 (not Sunday)

Night of January 16th
January 30 - February 2

Paul Campion directs his first show In The
Bar, Night Of January 16th by Ayn Reed
written in 1933. This is Ayn Reed’s most
famous play, a success on Broadway in
1936, which has since been staged around
the world. The story is a murder trial,
but without a prearranged verdict: the
verdict is decided by a jury - the audience.
By design, the evidence presented is such
that the decision must rest on the jurors’
fundamental attitude toward life and their
own moral stand point. Performing in the
week preceding The Thrill Of Love about
Ruth Ellis – we could easily bill Ferbruary
as Murder Month or Femmes Fatales!!
Other bar shows to be announced in Spotlights and on our website throughout the
season:
27-30 March
22 -25 May

17 -20 July or 28 -31 August
25-28 September
23 -26 October

2013

Except for ‘In The Bar’ productions, there are
no shows on Sundays. Programme subject to
change.
Fri 13 - Sat 21 Sep 2013 at 7.45pm

Moonlight And
Magnolias by Ron Hutchinson
Directed by Stevie Hughes

Thu 26 - Sun 29 Sep 2013 at 7.45pm

Lilies Of The Land
by Lion’s Part
Directed by Jane Lobb

Fri 11 - Sat 19 Oct 2013 at 7.45pm

A Doll’s House
by Henrik Ibsen
Directed by Pauline Armour

Fri 8 - Sat 16 Nov 2013 at 7.45pm

Plaza Suite

by Neil Simon
Directed by Paul Campion

Role Play

In The Bar

Thu 21 - Sun 24 Nov 2013 at 7.45pm

The Countrythdrawn

Cancelled

October 10 -18 (not Sunday)
Debbie Griffiths makes her directorial
debut at BLT in October with Alan Ayckbourn’s hilarious comedy Role Play – a
return of everyone’s favourite playwright,
the master of comic timing. Set in London’s
docklands, brilliantly orchestrated mayhem

Bar Shows

In The Bar

The Cripple Of
Innishmaan

by Martin Crimp eing wi
ghts bHughes
Directed
tobyriStevie

due

Fri 6 - Sat 14 Dec 2013 at 7.45pm

The Flint St. Nativity

BLT 2014 Season

by Tim Firth
Directed by Nikki Packham



The God Of
Carnage
April 2013

Y

asmina Reza’s previous chamber
pieces of bourgeois behaviour (Art,
Life X 3) display a healthy contempt for the
politically correct generation and is rightly
dubious about the concept of ‘fairness’ and
‘polite behaviour’ that supposedly motivates their actions. In The God of Carnage
the gloves finally come off.
Here, her view is that our allegiances
constantly shift: the characters in The God
of Carnage start out allied in their couples,
then move to circle the wagons according
to gender, and finally end up protecting
themselves. Underneath all our social
veneers, Reza (and her translator, Christopher Hampton) seem to argue, we’re all
just wild beasts.

Ferdinand and Bruno have had a fight at
school, Bruno has lost two teeth. At the behest of Bruno’s parents, the parents of both
schoolboys meet to discuss the matter in
a ‘civilised manner’. The parents’ differing
lifestyles, viewpoints and barely concealed
disdain for each other makes this impossible, however, and emotional mayhem
ensues.

The play tries hard to capture the prevarications of social interaction, with all
of the characters acting as aggressors or
conciliators and sometimes both at once,
making it difficult at times for the viewer to
tell for sure - a bit like those football pitch
skirmishes where you are never sure which
players are fighting and which are preventing fighting and which are doing both from
moment to moment. The tensions between
the parents slowly build as one might
expect but the play seems to approach a
climax on a number of occasions only to
fall away again, an accurate depiction of
human behaviour perhaps but making for
slightly awkward theatre.

Alison Green, Julie Binysh and Howie Ripley
in April’s production of The God Of Carnage

Reviews
The performers catch the mood of the play.
Julie Binysh as the well-meaning Veronique, valiantly struggling to overcome
her disgust of the materialistic Reilles, and
becoming more and more agonised as she
realises that the civility that is central to
her idea of living is not even shared by her
husband. Mike Savill as husband Michel,
is a boor in new man’s clothing, conciliatory and provoking by turns. Alison Green
makes a strong effort in the difficult role
of Annette, insipid, faux-conciliatory and
largely ignored in the first act, coming into
her own with devastating effect (and the
help of a little rum) in the second. Howie
Ripley captured the louche, disinterested
Alain perfectly, totally disdainful of all except the ‘important’ clients on his mobile.
All the actors do well in difficult circumstances. None of them are allowed to cut
a particularly sympathetic figure. They
are on stage for all the play’s hour and a
quarter running time, with dialogue that is
fast, intricate and often overlapping. Dave
Armour’s precise direction keeps the focus
on the underlying ‘prickly nature’ of the
encounter.

As noted in other productions of the play,
despite cultural and gastronomic references that clearly posit the action in the
14th Arrondissment of Paris, Hampton’s
translation makes few other concessions
to the ‘Frenchness’ of the play, leading
to a certain sense of ‘dislocation’ when
these references are encountered in what
otherwise feels an English suburban middle-class affair. The set, whilst accurately
reflecting the ‘middle-classness’ of Michel
and Veronique, I feel doesn’t capture the
sense of the Parisian appartement and that
would have helped.
An amusing and thought provoking play
then, offering the audience well-mannered
nastiness, a dash of slapstick and, most
famously, even some vomit.
- Frank Goodman

Dancing At
Lughnasa
May 2013

D

ancing At Lughnasa is a play where
‘nothing much happens and yet everything changes’, transferring us back to a
rural, simplistic time. The cottage kitchen
and the immediate surroundings of the
fictional County Donegal town of Balybeg
were magnificently set, immediately evocative of period and place and rich with detail
and dressing. Evocatively lit and costumed,
the production design created a sense of
wistful nostalgia and a period of change as
an altogether simpler era ends and industrialisation and war loom.
At the emotional hub of the group is Kate,
the eldest of the sisters and something of
a mother figure. Played with incredible
power by Wendy Jardine, I was wholly convinced by her performance. The strength of
her character was obvious the moment she
entered. One couldn’t help but watch her
and this confident presence was nicely contrasted with those more sensitive moments
where Wendy was allowed to demonstrate
her breadth of her emotional range.
Fiona Cullen played Maggie, offering an effective foil to Kate’s maternal seriousness;
she positively exuded the wicked sense of
humour and uplifting personality that is
so central to the character and provided
light and shade during her exchanges
with others and within a quiet, thoughtful
monologue.



Emma Berryman’s rendering of Agnes was
equally strong and absorbing, capturing
her contemplative nature that adds to her

Fiona Cullen, Emma Berryman and Ami Williamson
in May’s production of Dancing At Lughnasa

Dream
June 2013

I

have always believed that Shakespeare
is rather like Disney: Disney is shown
to children of all ages as a means of both
entertainment and education. We learn
from them moral lessons, historical tales
(if somewhat apocryphal) and stories
and songs that stay with us for the rest of
our lives. Repeated viewings herald new
understandings and new ways of looking
at them that tally with new challenges and
experiences in our own lives, attaching
meaning and different interpretations to
works that are many years old.

I make this comparison to lament the fact
that as I went through school, Shakespeare
was seen to be dull, old-fashioned and
irrelevant in the face of more modern entertainment, so to see in the Bromley Little
Theatre Youth Group and their production
of Dream, such infectious joy and enthusiasm for one of the Bard’s most famous
works, brought a smile to my face that
stayed for the entire performance.
somewhat tragic fate which we hear about
after the events of the play.

The last two sisters, Rose and Chris were
ably brought to life by Laura Kenward and
Ami Williamson respectively. Both of these
actresses portrayed the nuances of each
character with verve and conviction. Ami’s
evocation of the defensive and the tender
in equal measure was convincing and
compelling, particularly in her scenes with
Gerry, the man who left her after fathering
an illegitimate child. Laura vividly captured
the simplistic nature of Rose with her
typical charisma, engaging humour and
presence.

It can’t be emphasised enough, it was
the alchemy of all these ladies together
which provided the power of the evening.
Whether laughing, crying and, yes, dancing,
they worked together to produce a true
sense of sisterhood which was believable
and struck emotional chords throughout
the night. This cohesion was a true testament to the work put in by the director
with this group.
A debuting Barry O’Donovan played Father
Jack, a returning missionary from Uganda
slowly recovering from malaria, with a
sense of distance and confusion that did
not wholly convince to begin with although
I became firmly engaged as he recalled
the scenes he witnessed in Africa showing
off how he has ‘gone native’ following his
experiences.

Gerry was played by Geoff Dillon stridently,
exuding confidence and the bravado that
made it totally believable that this was a
man who had the gift of the gab as a gramophone salesman and yet had the sense
of belief that would compel him to join

the International Brigades in the Spanish
Civil War. This was a newcomer to the BLT
stage who has much to bring for the future.
I was surprised, however, to find that the
character was Welsh. In a play where such
attention had been paid to regional identity
it was a little odd to find that out after I had
taken him for a Londoner!
Special mention must, of course, go to the
aforementioned Wayne Sheridan our narrator. Reflecting on the past, his modulated
delivery and evocative description of histories and events through a series of monologues engaged and set mood beautifully.
Equally his exchanges where Michael’s
words would puncture into the world of
the play possessed something ephemeral
to them which added to the haunting
atmosphere of this time long gone.

This was indeed a powerful night of theatre
that had a strong emotional impact on
many audience members. My problem with
it, I guess, goes back to one of my earlier
statements; this is a play where nothing
happens. Despite the emotional impact of
much of the evening, I felt denied a sense
of catharsis or climax. I craved more of a
resolution instead of the earnest, unfulfilling hiatus on which things ended.
Yet that cannot take away from what was
another fine account of the talent we have
on offer which, under Jane’s keen eye and
astute direction, banished the lingering images of being sent to Coventry and replaced
them with an altogether more wistful,
thoughtful air.
If only I had brought something with which
to decorate my potato!
- Paul Campion

To single out individual members of cast
would be a disservice to the work put in
by a huge and varied ensemble. Every
member of the cast and crew, no matter
how much of a part they played, made
themselves known and showed a great
deal of talent and potential and exhibited a
huge range of playing styles and strengths.
Having two or three actors play the same
part brought a collage of performances
and interpretations of characters: brooding, comic, absurd, reclusive, bombastic,
menacing, impish, mischievous, the stage
was littered with wonderful performances.
Also on show was an incredible display of
teamwork and coordination. Line trip-ups
were covered with fearlessly quick-witted
ad libs – a feat not easy in Shakespeare and
something many experienced actors find a
real challenge to accomplish.
After seeing the incredible Compleat Wrks
and The Lion, The Witch And The Wardrobe
last year, I approached Dream with high
hopes of another showcase of burgeoning
talent and was not disappointed. I can only
expect greater things from next year’s production: well done to everyone involved at
all stages of production and performance,
you should be very proud.

As a final note, I implore all involved to
nurture the dramatic spark so evident in
you and encourage the adult members of
BLT to throw every ounce of support behind the Youth Group and their endeavours
- the audience seats looked woefully empty
the night I attended Dream. The Youth
Group is almost literally the very future of
Bromley Little Theatre. Only with encouragement, praise and further opportunities
to showcase their work and give them
something to work towards can we ensure
that future comes to pass. I think it’s looking to be a very bright future indeed.
- Richard Stewart



Humble Boy
June 2013

L

ike Felix Humble, I find myself desperate to find the correct words to
communicate what I thought about Humble
Boy. Since the show, I have been mulling it
over in my head and I just can’t say exactly
what it is that’s keeping me from singing
its praises. It wasn’t a bad show at all – the
performances were competent, the direction clear and effective and the set was a
joy to behold. However, I felt there were
lots of little things that were stopping me
wallowing in the emotion that other audience members seemed to be enjoying.
The garden atmosphere was perfect. The
plants in the beds (donated for the show
by Coolings, as I was repeatedly reminded)
gave a sense of realism to the set that fake
plants just wouldn’t have replicated. I even
occasionally caught their scent – a beautiful addition to the atmosphere that was
a piece of magic. The slight incline of the
lawn up to the focal point of the beehive
was a very simple touch, giving visibility to
the plants and to action happening upstage
that might otherwise have been lost from
the front rows. A perfect summer setting
that made the heat and sweat from the
stage lights just another part of the picture.
Tim O’Keeffe played the neurotic and
Tricia Osborne-King and Steve Williamson
in June’s production of
Humble Boy

10

timid Felix well, the stammer adding to
the vulnerability of his character, though
the moments where he lost this speech
impediment and became more confident
were weaker and led to some confusion
– he rants at his mother for her disrespect
to his father’s ashes, yet chuckles knowingly as he realises Mercy has fed them to
the dinner party? Sue Williams’ Mercy was
just the right level of simpering deference,
and her impassioned saying of Grace was a
joy. Steve Williams was the quintessential
‘bloke’ in George Pye. His brash, swaggering confidence provided much comedy,
though again I felt he lost some of this
earthy persona during his speech about his
father. Tricia Osborne-King as Flora was
very well placed as the self-centred queen
of the house, but the melting of her hardened façade at the climax of the play was a
particular joy to watch as she subtly aped
Felix’s and Jim’s mannerisms and phrases,
strengthening a familial bond that had
been absent. In the two smaller roles, Niki
Mylonas played Rosie Pye with a delightfully charming venom, and Keith Jeremiah
as Jim made the most of his appearances.
So what was it that stopped me fully enjoying the show? It was mostly small things:
the moments where I felt characterisation
was lost in service of ‘emotional scenes’,
the almost product placement level of nods
to Coolings, and the occasional but forgivable line. However, my main gripe was in

the ending. All week long I’d been hearing
of the show as a very moving piece. As the
actors took their places for the curtain call
however, I felt myself feeling somewhat
underwhelmed. The emotionally- charged
ending as Felix and Flora are seemingly
reunited with the late Jim’s spirit seemed
out of place and a little forced. I could
perfectly accept earlier in the play how the
vulnerable Felix could conjure the spirit of
his father to act as a guide and confidant in
his grieving state. But Flora - whose actions
throughout the play have been nothing but
an insult to the man – having exactly the
same ‘vision’ as Felix, dialogue and all? It
all just seemed an unnecessarily convenient way of convincing her to turn her feelings around to him to tie up the play, which
I felt had been adequately achieved by her
change after reading the letter. From that
moment her change of heart was believable, and the metaphysical implications of
Jim’s appearance seemed odd. I would have
been less incredulous had it turned out
that Jim had been alive all along.
These are problems inherent in the show
and script rather than the fault of any
member of the team. The show just didn’t
really ‘click’ for me - I felt like Felix, watching and waiting for the emotional ending
to fall from the tree, only to go inside as the
rest of the audience saw it.
- Richard Stewart

Review

Audition Notice
In The Bar

Night Of January 16th
by Ayn Rand
Directed by Paul Campion
Auditions: Sun 13 Oct 2013 at 5.00pm
Performance dates:
Thu 30 Jan - Sun 2 Feb 2014 at 7.45pm
On the night of January 16th 1933, the
mangled body of tycoon Bjorn Faulkner
is found at the foot of his New York office
building. Did he fall? Did he jump? Or was
he pushed? And what kind of a man was
Bjorn Faulkner?

To the world, he was a startlingly successful international businessman, head
of a vast financial empire. To his beautiful mistress, he was a god-like hero to be
served with her mind, soul and body. To
his aristocratic young wife, he was a force
of nature to be tamed. To his millionaire
father-in-law, he was a giant whose one
single error could be used to destroy him…

Ayn Rand’s remarkable play uses the setting
of a murder trial to examine the rise and
fall of a brilliant, ruthless man. But this is
no ordinary courtroom drama. Here, the
audience are the jury and are called upon to
deliver their verdict at each performance!
The play is a compelling ‘immersive’ experience, with a brooding film noir atmosphere,
making it perfect for the intimacy of the
BLT bar and boasting a large cast of diverse
characters, with some of the smaller roles
‘doubling-up’. So plenty of opportunity to
flex your acting muscles!
Ages given are just a guide. If you feel a
character would suit you, I’m prepared to
bend things a little. Needless to say, with
the exception of MAGDA and JUNGQUIST
all characters speak with an American
accent!
You can read the script here:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B_oDdXUyaO6ybGliZV83cjJ2VmM/edit?usp=sharing
Or contact the director: paulcampion1@
gmail.com who will email you a copy.

JUDGE HEATH (60s-70s) Medium role, but
onstage throughout.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FLINT (40s-50s)
Kindly, but shrewd. Large role.

DEFENCE ATTORNEY STEVENS (30s-40s)
Younger, smooth, sophisticated lawyer on
the rise. Large role.
KAREN ANDRE (late 20s) Faulkner’s
mistress on trial for his murder. Strikingly
beautiful and confident. Large role.
DR. KIRKLAND (50s-60s) Medical examiner. Small role (will double).

JOHN HUTCHINS (Middle-aged) Night
watchman. Shy, timid. Medium role (could
double).
HOMER VAN FLEET (30s) Private Eye.
Cool, exact, businesslike. Medium role.
(could double).

ELMER SWEENEY (40-50) Police inspector. Somewhat naïve. Medium role (could
double).
MAGDA SVENSON Middle-aged, Swedish
housekeeper (with pronounced accent!)
Medium role.
NANCY LEE FAULKNER (20s) Faulkner’s
widow. Blonde, demure. Large role.

JOHN GRAHAM WHITFIELD (50s) Nancy’s
father. Dignified, imposing. Large role.
JAMES CHANDLER (Middle-aged) Handwriting expert. Precise, bookish. Small
role (will double).

SIEGURD JUNGQUIST (30s) Faulkner’s
Swedish secretary. Quietly nervous. Medium role (could double).

LARRY “GUTS” REGAN (20s -30s) Gangster.
Big, tough, intimidating. Large role.
COURT CLERK (any age) Medium role,
onstage throughout.
Audition Notice

Boeing, Boeing
by Marc Camoletti
Directed by Wayne Sheridan
Auditions: Sun 13 Oct 2013 at 7.00pm
Performance dates: Thu 8 - Sat 18 Jan
2014 (not Sun 11)
Our first fhow of the year is the much-loved
farce, Boenig Boeing by Marc Camoletti
which enjoyed a sensational revival in London’s West End a few years ago featuring
the incomparable Mark Rylance.
Set in Paris, Bernard has managed to keep
three girlfriends up in the air. With the help
of housekeeper Bertha, old school friend
Robert and his airplane timetable, his
lovely ladies never cross paths. But with
poor weather, surprise visits and a new
express Boeing jet, all three are on final approach to his Parisian apartment. With love
and laughs aplenty this is the perfect show
to give our new season a flying start.
BERNARD (25-40) – An American architect
and swinging bachelor. He is a combination
of Don Draper and Don Juan. A ladies’ man
who thinks he has the fairer sex completely
figured out.

Audition Notice

The Thrill Of Love

by Amanda Whittington
Directed by David Griffifths
Auditions: Sun 20 Oct 2013 at 7.00pm
Performance dates: Thu 6 Feb - 15 2014
(not Sun 8)
London 1955, outside the Magdala Public
house in Hampstead, six shots ring out.
Having taken full responsibility and offering no defence, Ruth Ellis was found guilty
of murdering her lover, dashing racing
driver David Blakely. She became the last
woman to be executed in Britain.

A divorcee with a young child to care for,
Ruth works in the kind of nightclubs where
there’s more than a drink on offer. The girls
work and play hard and dream of a moviestar lifestyle. Fame comes, but not in the
way Ruth imagines.

The Thrill Of Love takes a fresh look at the
woman behind the headlines, and challenges the facts of the case. It brilliantly evokes
the era’s nightclub scene and those drawn
to it. Think film noir and London smog
played out to a scintillating Billie Holliday
soundtrack.
This new and exciting play by Amanda
Whittington, was performed in February
2013, to wide acclaim at London’s St James
Theatre.

The “situations vacant” at “The Little Club”:
Ruth Ellis. Nightclub hostess. Large role,
playing age 28.

Jack Gale. Detective Inspector. Large role,
preferable playing age 40s – 50s
Sylvia Shaw: Nightclub manageress.
Large role, preferable playing age 30s
– early 40s

Vickie Martin: a model and actress. Medium/large role, playing age mid-20s.

Doris Judd: Charwoman. Large role, playing age mid-20s

If you would like further information
please contact: David Griffiths (07748 320
180, dagriffiths@deloitte.co.uk).

BERTHA (40s-60s) – Bernard’s long-suffering housekeeper, cut from the cloth of the
comedy of manners.
ROBERT (25-40) – Bernard’s old friend,
Not a worldly chap. The comic foil to Bernard’s cool

GABRIELLA (25-35) – the Italian fiancée,
with a casual sensuality. Air Italia stewardess.
GLORIA (25-35) – the American fiancée,
possibly southern, with an upbeat disposition. TWA stewardess.
GRETCHEN (25-35) – the German fiancée, blessed with an aggressive nature.
Lufthansa stewardess.

Auditions
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Howie Ripley in April’s production of
The God Of Carnage

Moonlight And
Magnolias
by Ron Hutchinson

Fri 12 - Sat 21 Sept 2013 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 14)
Directed by Stevie Hughes
It’s 1939 and producer David O. Selznick
halts filming of Gone With the Wind - the
most expensive and eagerly anticipated
Hollywood movie to date. Sacking its director, he summons Wizard Of Oz director
Victor Fleming and ace script doctor Ben
Hecht.

This is the starting point of Ron Hutchinson’s hilarious screwball comedy. Based
on Hecht’s own memoirs, the writer and
director find they have all been locked in
Selznick’s office by the desperate producer,
fed nothing but bananas and peanuts to
sustain them (“brain food”) by his secretary, and ordered to thrash out a new
screenplay in less than five days, working
round the clock. And because Hecht has
never read Gone With The Wind, Selznick
and Fleming act out the whole 1000+ pages
for him, scene by scene!
This affectionate homage to the golden
days of Hollywood has a script that’s as
sharp as a razor as our three caged monkeys gradually go bananas!
CAST:

David O. Selznick : Andrew Newbon
Ben Hecht : Glenn Aylott

Lilies On The
Land

In The Bar

Previews

by Lion’s Part

Thurs 26 – Sun 29 Sept 2013 at 7.45pm
Directed by Nikki Packham
A revealing, funny and wonderfully moving
portrait of four women who sign up to join
the Women’s Land Army during World
War II. The play was devised and first
performed by the extremely popular and
highly regarded theatre company the Lions
part.
Based on one hundred and fifty letters and
interviews with original Land Girls, along
with songs from the period, Lilies on the
Land charts the personal journeys of four
women who join the Women’s Land Army
determined to work endless backbreaking
hours on farms across the country in a bid
to do their best for the War Effort.

But how do these women, all hailing from
different walks of life, torn from their families and bereft of all basic home comforts,
deal with the hardships of farming life and
the pressures of war? Maybe work clothes
full of mice and toilet rolls falling from the
sky are just what it takes for these girls to
get through!!
The highly talented cast is as follows :
Grace Blackman

Lauren M. Verrier
Freya Finnerty
Fran Sheldon

Miss Poppenghul : Charis Anna Beyer
Victor Fleming : Martin Phillips

12

Ami Williamson and Geoff Dillon
in May’s production of
Dancing At Lughnasa

A Doll’s House
by Henrik Ibsen
(adapted by Samuel Adamson.)

Fri 11 – Sat 19 Oct 2013 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 13)
Directed by Pauline Armour
On 10 August this year journalist, Susanna
Rustin, writing about A Doll’s House in
The Guardian, asked why this play about a
Norwegian housewife is so enduring. There
have been three major productions in
just over a year with the Young Vic award
winning production now revived for the
second time at the Duke of York’s Theatre
in the West End with Hattie Morahan recreating her greatly-acclaimed performance
of Nora.

The popularity of the play endures partly
because the themes that Ibsen explored
in 19th Century Norway have a timeless
quality which continue to resonate with
us today and retain their ability to shock.
Anyone who has been in a difficult relationship can relate to the universal anxieties of
money, honesty, love and betrayal. Samuel
Adamson’s script retains all of Ibsen’s
spellbinding plot and combines it with
emotionally thrilling dialogue so that the
play goes far beyond a straightforward
feminist clarion call and becomes a complex study of two people who both have
to reconstruct their identities. It doesn’t
really work for the ‘sweet little skylark’ to
suddenly turn into Emily Pankhurst – it is
much more the story of a marriage where
love is broken by betrayal. A sexy, passionate interpretation of Ibsen – challenging
and truthful.
The role of Nora is often compared with
Hamlet, partly because she hardly ever
leaves the stage, but mainly because of the
epic emotional journey she travels during
the course of the play. In our BLT production, Laura Kenward will certainly rise to
the challenge of Nora and, together with
Justin Pledger as her husband Torvald, we
can expect performances of great emotional strength. The whole cast is ready for
the demands of this challenging piece of
theatre and we recommend early booking
to avoid disappointment.

Plaza Suite
by Neil Simon

Fri 8 - 16 Nov 2013 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 10)
Directed by Paul Campion
One of the greatest-ever Broadway
comedies, ‘Plaza Suite’ consists of three
‘playlets’, all set in the same suite at New
York’s Plaza Hotel.

First occupants are Sam and Karen Nash,
a middle-aged couple celebrating their
wedding anniversary. Karen hopes the stay
will rekindle their fading relationship. But
Sam’s interest lies elsewhere…
Then there’s Jesse Kiplinger, a successful
Hollywood producer who entices his childhood sweetheart Muriel (now a suburban
housewife) up to the suite, thinking she
will be putty in his hands. But Muriel
proves to be not quite what he expected…
Finally we meet Roy and Norma Hubley
who are celebrating their daughter’s wedding. There’s just one problem: the bride
has locked herself in the bathroom and
refuses to come out…

‘Plaza Suite’ is Neil Simon at his very best
– hilarious, sparkling comedy with the
sadness of failed relationships just beneath
the surface.
Make your reservations as soon as possible!
CAST:

Karen Nash : Penny Cullen

Sam Nash : David Griffiths

Jesse Kiplinger : Steve Williams
Muriel Tate : Julie Binysh

Norma Hubley : Katrina Pancucci
Roy Hubley : Bob Etherington

Jean / Mimsey : Ami Williamson

The Flint Street
Nativity
By Tim Firth
Fri 6 - Sat 14 Dec 2013 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 8)
Directed by Nikki Packham
This wonderful Christmas entertainment
opens with Mrs Horrocks’ class of 7 year
olds preparing to perform their version
of the Nativity. The children are all played
by adults, who then play their parents and
this brilliant concept makes the hilarious
comments and antics of the “children” bear
a striking resemblance to the behaviour
of their adult counterparts! With all the
seriousness of children, some of whom are
fussy, some snide, some frightening, some
downright evil, they play out the business
of learning lines and carols in front of the
teacher who is never seen, only heard.
There is humour and pathos in this Christmas journey, so be prepared to laugh a lot
and cry a little.
If you don’t come and see it, Mr Tim Firth,
Mrs Nikki Packham and Mrs Horrocks will
be very, very upset!
CAST:

Mary : Jessica-Ann Jenner

Innkeeper : Thomas Dignum
Gabriel : Hazal Han		
Star/Ass : Tom Collins
Angel : Susie Howell

Narrator : Phil Cairns

Wise (Gold) : Emma Berryman

Herod/Joseph : Richard Stewart
Shepherd : Hilary Reen

Wise (Frankincense) : Kyle Cluett

Waiter : Jim Ward

Bellhop / Borden Eisler : TBC

CAST:

Nora Helmer : Laura Kenward

Torvald Helmer : Justin Pledger

Kristine Lind : Maleesha Adjaye-Tabansi
Nils Krogstad : David Lucas
Dr Rank : Tom Collins

Anne-Marie : Jan Greenhough

There will be 6 children playing Emmy and
Ivor alternating performances.

To BOOK: Visit: www.TicketSource.co.uk/BromleyLittle • Email: BoxOffice@BromleyLittleTheatre.org • Tel: 0844 8700 88713

Review
Sophia Danes in July’s production of
Anne Boleyn

Anne Boleyn
June 2013

I

f, after you have watched a play about
famous historical characters, you find
yourself using Google to find out more
about them then you know that the play
has had an impact. No doubt Howard
Brenton’s Anne Bolelyn directed by Pauline
Armour, had many of the audience ‘googling’, amongst others, King James I, played
with great aplomb and excellent comic
timing by Paul Baker, whose portrayal of
the King James I (aka ‘ James The Vain’)
was a delight.

The intrigue of the royal courts was presented incredibly well. Thomas Cromwell,
played with style and dark menace by
Stevie Hughes and Robert Dilk’s smug and
controlling Cardinal Wolsey created a powerful Machiavellian force with the simpering Simpkin and Sloop played by Andrew
Newborn and Martin Bunyan respectively
adding to the intrigue. Together they demonstrated the power and manipulation of
the establishment and ultimately highlighted the lack of command that ultimately
even Anne Bolelyn, the Queen of England,
had in the palace court.
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Anne Boleyn, played by Sophia Danes was
brave, determined and both loved and
hated by those in her circle. Danes managed to show the various layers of Anne’s

personality and, for the audience, who was
aware of her eventual fate, it may have
come as a surprise that she was so feared
by the powerful men in her court because
of the influence she had over Henry VIII,
played with infuriating charm by Mike
Savill. Despite Henry being an adulterous,
misogynistic, violent man, Savill managed
to charm the audience and it was a revelation, to me at least, to learn that Henry was
also a poet and composer; which brings
me to the music for the play, composed
not by Henry, but specially for the play by
Thomas Dignum. The music helped create
the atmosphere and transport the audience
to life in the royal courts. The music, along
with the excellent set, with its clever use of
entrances and exits made the switch from
Henrican Court to Jacobean Court effortless
and seamless. The costumes were beautiful
and credit to all the actors who made them
look so comfortable and wore them with
such ease and style.
Sophia Danes, in the title role, was enchanting and it was all too easy to see why
Henry was so enamoured with her and
why she was so feared by the establishment. Danes moved around the stage with
energy and grace and had the audience
in the palm of her hand from the opening
scene. It was this interaction with the audience, who knew what her fate would be,
that helped to make the play meaningful
and poignant.

Although the play covers serious issues
such as religious reform, persecution, bullying and brutality it was also very funny
- particularly in the scenes in the Jacobean
Court when King James, George Villers,
played by Kyle Cluett and Parrot, played by
Phil Cairns took over the stage. The rapport
between these characters, the emphasis on
certain lines and the comic timing resulted
in a perfect piece of dark comedy and I
came away at the end of the performance
with a better understanding of this important time in history.
- Kym Winup

Mike Savill
in July’s production
of Anne Boleyn

Paul Ackroyd, Peter Yolland and Kyle Cluett
in July’s production of Anne Boleyn
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Paul Baker

Andrew Newbon
& Martin Bunyan

Paul Baker & Kyle Cluett

Peter Yolland &
Jessica-Ann Jenner

Fran Sheldon, Emma Lamond, Alison Green,
Jessica-Ann Jenner and Vanessa Marston

Sophia Danes &
Mike Savill

Anne Boleyn July 2013

Robert Dilks
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Paul Green

Felix
Catto
Stevie Hughes

